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adamianis istoria mogzaurobis istoriaa. was-
vla da ardabruneba. wasvla da dabruneba. xolo 
teqstebis istoria adamianebis istoriaa. Sesabam-
isad _ mogzaurobis. CamovTvaloT? _ vefxistyao-
sani, RvTaebrivi komedia, don kixote, mobi diki, 
ulise. da sxvebi. da sxvebi. mogzaurobebi _ sa-
kuTar TavSic maT Soris. saqme martivad rodia. 
yvelgan sami gzaa _ aqeT waxval _ inaneb, iqiT _ 
wasuli bevri unaxavT, dabrunebuli aravin, mesame 
gza moklea da sirTulis moSiSebi miabijeben. al-
baT gaxsovT es klasikuri mocemulobebi qarTuli 
zRaprebidan. sxvac aris mandedan _ wasvlis da 
dabrunebis _ albaT odisevsze ufro dramatuli 
saga _ ,,miwa Tavisas moiTxovs’’, roca gmiri midis 
da ukvdavebas ipovis ukan ardabrunebis pirobiT. 
ukan wamosvlis da samSoblos monatrebis grZnoba 
ise didia _ ukvdavebas sikvdils arCevs. es mxolod 
raRac viwropatriotuli ambavi ar aris. adamianis 
,,moZraobis;’’ principTagania. dasawyisSive aRvniSne 
_ waslva da dabruneba. wasvla da ardaburneba. ai, 
ori umTavresi magaliTic:
homerosis odisea erT-erTi yvelaze didi wig-
nia mogzaurobaze _ adamianis umTavres Tvisebaze 
da movaleobazec ki wuTisofelSi. odisevsis mod-
eli unikaluria _ Tu mTavar gmirs da mis Tanmx-
lebebs erT sxeulad ganvixilavT _ is yvelafris 
fasad brundeba ukan _ samSobloSi, iTakaSi.don 
kixotic ki am ideis ambavia. ara Tu idalgo, ulises 
(joisi) da ulise baRdadidan (Smiti) gmirebic ki — 
modrenul_postmodernuli samyaros Svilebi. gza 
_ rogorc wre.
meore modelis gamosaxveli wignis gmirssamSob-
lo ar aqvs (aq gvaxsendeba heilis kargi moTxro-
ba ,,usamSoblo kaci’’). mark tvenis heki fini axali 
saxis odisevsia _ gza romelsac is adgas (mdinare, 
tivi), imave sirTuleebs moicavs, rasac misi anti-
kuri ,,mosaxele’’ _ oRond erTi sxvaobiT _ ukan 
dabrunebas ar gulisxmobs.Tu hekleberis da mis 
Tanamgzavrebsac erT sxeulad ganvixilavT _ isic 
uamravi danakargis fasad miiwevs win _ erTi mizniT 
_ Seisvenos da isev win wavides. aravin icis, rom-
eli svla ufro tragikulia.
guram wabixaSvilis wigni, erTgvari foto _ ro-
mani ucanur, unikalur droze mogviTxrobs _ droze 
sadac Cems mier xsenebuli orive modeli baTilde-
ba _ es survilis epoqaa. sakuTari Tavidan gaqcevis, 
teritoriidan gaqcevis, saxlidan gaqcevis, sakuTar 
TavSi dabrunebis da amavdroulad ar dabrunebis, 
qveyanaSi, saxlSi dabruneba-ardabrunebis epoqaa. 
saocrad fragmentuli, tragi-komikuri da genial-
uri. me vityodi es erT_erTi saukeTeso ulisea, 
saukeTeso odiseaa amiranis motivebiT. mijaWvuli 
xalxis molodini mTeli im droindeli cxovrebis 
niuansebiT. amaRlebuli yoveldRiuroba. sxva eniT 
moTxrobili didi ambavi.
maS, ase _ erovnuli biblioTeka gurma wibaxaS-
vilis mogzurobas gTavazobT. es wigni Tqveni mog-
zaurobacaa. Tqveni odisea. Tqveni ulise.
    giorgi kekeliZe
guram wibaxaSvilis 
mogzauroba sakuTar TavSi
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The life story of any human being is the story of a journey. 
Going away and not coming back. Going away and coming 
back. The story of any text is the story of a human being, and 
hence,  the story of a journey. Need I enumerate? “The Knight 
in the Panther’s Skin”; “The Divine Comedy”; “Don Quijote”; 
“Moby Dick”; “Ulysses” and others. These journeys are also di-
rected towards one’s inner self. is the road there isnot easy. 
There are crossroads: if you go one way – you will regret it, if 
you go the other way – you will never come back, the third 
way is short and only those wanting to avoid complications 
choose it. Probably you remember this classic choice from 
Georgian fairy tales. Another Georgian tale “The Land Wants 
Its Due” is even more dramatic than the journey of Ulysses. The 
main character travels in search of immortality, on condition 
that he never comes back. However, the nostalgia is so strong 
that eventually he prefers to die in his motherland. This is not 
a story of a group of people. This is one of the principles of hu-
man “movement”. In the beginning I mentioned going away 
and coming back, or going away without coming back. Here 
are two primary examples:
Homer’s “Ulysses” is a great book about travelling – the 
main human instinct and earthly obligation. The model of 
Ulysses is unique: if the main character and his companions 
are viewed as one – he sacrifices everything to return to his 
motherland in Ithaca. The same idea is evident in “Don Qui-
jote”. The famous Hidalgo, like Ulysses (Joyce) and Ulysses 
from Bagdad (Schmitt), are all chidren of a post-modern world 
and the road is viewed as circular. The character represent-
ing the second model has no motherland (in this regard we 
should recall Hailey’s story about a man without a mother-
land). Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn is a new type of Ulysses: 
his road (the river and the raft) is as complicated as that of 
the original ancient hero, except that in this case there is no 
return. If we view Huckleberry and his companions as one, he 
travels forward and sacrifices everything for a sole purpose – 
to have little break and continue his journey forward. Nobody 
knows which journey is more tragic. 
Guram Tsibakhashvili’s book is a kind of photographic 
novel that tells the story of a strange, even unique time – the 
time beyond both of the above-mentioned models: this is the 
epoch of desire to escape from one’s self, the territory, the 
home, the return to one’s inner self and, at the same time, to 
escape forever, return to one’s home and country or escape 
for good. The book is surprisingly fragmentary, tragic and 
comic, written by a genius. I would say this is one of the best 
versions of Ulysses, the best journey of Odysseus with certain 
resemblances to the story of Prometheus. The expectation of 
enchained characters with nuances peculiar to the given pe-
riod, elevated daily routine. It’s a classic story told in a peculiar 
language. 
So, the National Library represents Guram Tsibakhashvili’s 
journey. This book is your journey too, your Odysseus, your 
Ulysses. 
     Giorgi Kekelidze
Guram Tsibakhashvili’s 
Journey to his Inner Self
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wibaxas foto-wigni ori qalaqis ambavs 
mogviTxrobs; ufro zustad _ erTi qalaqis ambavs 
Targmnis meoris enaze; amave dros, grafikuli te-
qsti iTargmneba fotografikuli teqstis enaze.
meoce saukunis damdegis dublini _ koloniuri 
irlandiis dedaqalaqi da meoce saukunis dasas-
rulis Tbilisi, romelsac erovnuli damoukide-
blobis molodini auxda. `Zvirfasi binZuri Tbili-
si~, rogorc rom odesRac dublini iyo jeimz 
joisisaTvis. mrume post-sabWouri landSaftebi, 
araadamianuri arqiteqtura (de kirikos SeSurd-
eboda), da kidev _ eleqtrodanadgarebi da sako-
munikacio Tu sakanalizacio milebi da yovelive 
amis fonze anatomiuri formebi moZraoben, Wamen, 
icinian, mRerian cekvaven...
veragi wignia ulise - tvins agirevs iseve, ro-
gorc rom odesRac saraindo romanebma auria tvi-
ni don kixots. `ulises wakiTxvis Semdeg samyaros 
xedva Semecvalao~ _ ase gamendo erTxel wibaxa. 
xolo fotografisaTvis `xedva~ yvelaferia: `xil-
vadis gardauvali modaloba~ _ stiven dedalosis 
cnobierebaSi gaelvebul am aristotelur miniSne-
bas amjerad xedvis wibaxaseul modalobasTan mi-
vyavarT.
wibaxas xedva marginaluria, mis samyaros ar gaaC-
nia ierarqiuli wyoba da erTiani sistemis Semad-
geneli RerZi. aq yovelive Tanasworia yovelives 
winaSe, detali myofobs iseve, rogorc mTeli, yur-
adRebis centrSi marginaluri eqceva. cnobierebis 
nakadi (joisis mwerluri meTodis Zireuli prin-
cipi) vizualur STabeWdilebaTa nakadad miedineba 
_ spontanur nakadad... ucnauria, fotografia sta-
tikur Janrs ganekuTvneba - misi principi da arsi 
imTaviTve drois gaSeSeba iyo damdgar sivrceSi. 
wibaxas arc erTi foto am princips ar icavs. ver 
getyviT ra xrikebiT, magram am fotoebSi yovelive 
mdgradic ki dinamiuria _ moZraobs, miedineba. 
amgvarad xdeba cnobierebis nakadis joisiseuli 
principis adaptacia _ cnobierebis foto-nakadSi...
wibaxaseuli xedva mavani xvlikisas hgavs _ per-
iferiulia. zogierTi suraTi imgvaria, TiTqos 
Setrialebuli TvaliTaa danaxuli _ sip qvaze ga-
nabuli xvlikis TvaliT... es xvliki sasaflaoze 
cxovrobs. joisis romanSi sasaflaos anu `hadesis~ 
epizodis ganwyobileba TiTqosda mTels foto-
serias gasdevs. am suraTebSi yovelives sikvdilis 
niRabi adevs. urbanistul garemoSi ki sikvdils Ta-
viseburi moqalaqeoba aqvs: aq igi aRar gvevlineba 
sicocxlis ganaxlebis etapad, rogorc rom sami-
waTmoqmedo Tu samonadireo kulturebSi. sikvdi-
li qalaqSi upirvelesad TavisTavadi da upirobo 
fenomenia, romelic yvelas erTnairad iTrevs Ta-
vis rokvaSi - am rokvas farandola erqmis. wibaxac 
swored foto-farandolas qmnis... saxeTa nakadi 
saxeTa warmavlobaze metyvelebs, metic _ Tavad es 
individualuri saxeni metyveleben TavianT warma-
vlobaze.
wibaxaseul xedvas me `fotoweras~ davarqmevdi, 
anu Sedgenili termini foto-grafia aq pirdapiri 
mniSvnelobiT vlindeba. erTis mxriv igi aRbeWdavs 
urbanistul weriT garemos: quCis grafiti, afiSebi 
da afiSis naglejebi, anaqronistuli plakatebi, 
warwerebi saflavis qvebze... meores mxriv, yovel 
fotos Tan erTvis citata ulisedan _ aSkara Seusa-
bamobiT: es araa joisis romanis ilustrireba, ar-
amed ori teqstis Serwyma, misarTva, darTva, cita-
cia, ufro zustad - decitacia, gamosaxulebisadmi 
SeusabamobiT ganpirobebuli. aseTi gaxlavT wibax-
as foto-gramatologia (Tuki esegvari deridaizmi 
mometeveba) punkt
    zurab qarumiZe
xilvadis gardauvali modaloba
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Dublin on the brink of the XX century – the capital of co-
lonial Ireland, and Tbilisi of 90’s, to which the expectation of 
national independence has finally come true…
“Dear dirty Tbilisi” – as once Dublin was for James Joyce. 
. Anatomic shapes move, eat, laugh, sing and dance on the 
background of gloomy post-soviet landscapes, inhuman 
architecture (De Chirico would be envious), naked electro 
equipment, communication and canalization tubes... Vicious 
book “Ulysses” is - messing up a mind just as the chivalric 
novels did to Don Quixote. Guram once said: “After Ulysses 
my perception of the world has changed”… The perception 
is everything for the photographer: “The inevitable modality 
of the visible” – this flash of Aristotelian meaning in Stephen 
Dedalus’s consciousness, drives us to Guram’s modality of vi-
sion. It’s marginal; his world has neither hierarchical order 
nor the compounding axis of the whole system. Everything 
is equal facing everything. The detail exists as the whole and 
the marginal gets in the center of attention. The stream of 
consciousness flows as the spontaneous visual impressions. 
The photography is a static genre – it has intended to freeze 
the time in the present space. No shot from Tsibakhashvili’s 
photos follows this principle. I have no idea how, but in these 
pictures even most sustainable things are dynamic and keep 
on flowing. Thus Joyce’s “stream of consciousness” principle is 
being adapted by the “photo-stream of consciousness.”
Guram’s vision is that of some lizard – peripheral. Some 
photos look like they were seen with the inverted eye, an eye 
of a lizard sitting on the rock. This lizard lives at the cemetery. It 
seems like the whole photo series carries the spirit of Joycean 
“Hades” episode. Everything wears the mask of death in these 
pictures. In an urban environment death has the citizenship 
of its own: It is no more the resurrection phase as in hunter-
gatherer cultures. Death in the city first of all is a natural and 
unique phenomenon which involves equally everyone in its 
macabre dance named Farandole. Exactly, a Photo-Farandole 
is being created by Guram… The stream of faces bespeaks 
the transitory nature of the faces; moreover -- these individual 
faces bespeak their own transitory nature.
I would label Guram’s vision as “photo-writing” – i.e. the 
compound term “photography” acquires its literal meaning 
in this case. From one side he illustrates urban textual envi-
ronment: street paintings, agendas, achromatic posters, epi-
taphs... And from another every photo is followed by a quote 
from Ulysses - with the obvious mismatching: this is not the 
illustration of the novel by Joyce, but the merging, attaching, 
annexing of two texts -- a citation, or more precisely -- “de-
citation” due to that very mismatching… Such is Guram’s pho-
to-grammatology (if you can excuse this Derridaism of mine) 
punct
     Zurab Karumidze
Ulysses. By Guram Tsibakhashvili
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tbilisi 88-89
14
- This gentleman? Freeman’s Journal? Kilkenny People? To be sure. 
Good day, sir.
16
Read your own obituary notice they say you live longer.
18
...white flagons halted behind him, E.L.Y.’S., while outriders pranced 
past and carriages. Opposite Pigott’s music ware-rooms, gaily 
apparelled...
20
Dear dirty Dublin
22
- There are great times coming, Mary. Wait till you see.
24
James Stephens’ idea was the best. He knew them. Circles of ten...
26
His smile faded as he walked... Useless words.
28
Duke street. Here we are. Must eat. The Burton. Feel better then.
30
Her pale blue scarf loose in the wind with her hair.
32
If we were all suddenly somebody else.
34
There names are Anne Kearns and Florence McCabe.
36
Scream of life. What was the name of that priestly looking chap was 
always squinting in when he passed?
38
We begin to be interested in Mrs S. Till now we had thought of her, if 
at all, as a patient Griselda, a Penelope stay-at-home.
40
Poor Mrs Purefoy! Methodist husband. Method in his madness.
42
Phantasmal mirth, folded away: muskperfumed.
And no more turn aside and brood.
44
It was a nun they say invented barbed wire.
46
Twenty years he dallied there between conjugal love and its chaste 
delights and scortatory love and its foul pleasures.
48
Kind air defined the coins of houses in Kildare street. No birds.
50
About to pass through the doorway, feeling one behind, 
he stood aside.
52
Daren’t joke about the dead for two years at least.
54
We came to bury Caesar.
56
- Taste it, sir, she said.
58
- Some people believe, he said, that we go on living in another body 
after death...
60
How a great daily organ is turned out
62
- I read a theological interpretation of it somewhere, he said 
bemused. The Father and the Son idea. The Son striving to be 
atoned with the Father.
64
Laud we the gods
And let our crooked smokes climb to their nostrils
From our bless’d altars.
66
- We’re always tired in the morning, Stephen said to Haines. And it is 
rather long to tell.
68
Buck Mulligan turned suddenly for an instant towards Stephen but 
did not speak.
70
- Monsieur de la Palisse, Stephen sneered, was alive fifteen minutes 
before his death.
72
William Humble, earl of Dudley, and Lady Dudley, accompanied by 
lieutenantcolonel Hesseltine, drove out after luncheon from the vice 
regal lodge.
74
Martin Cunningham emerged from a side path, talking gravely.
76
- Who has not? Stephen said.
-  What do you mean? Mr Deasy asked.
He came forward a pace and stood by the table. ... Is this old wisdom?
78
And no more turn aside and brood.
80
The high railings of Prospects rippled past their gaze. Dark poplars, 
rare white forms. Forms more frequent, white shapes thronged 
amid the trees, white forms and fragments streaming by mutely, 
sustaining vain gestures on the air.
82
He walked cheerfully towards the mosque of the baths.
84
Manner of Oxford.
Day. Wheelbarrow sun over arch of bridge.
86
All walked after.
88
- At the cemetery, Martin Cunningham said.
90
Does he ever think of the hole waiting for himself?
92
Father Conmee turned the corner and walked along the North 
Circular road. It was a wonder that there  was not a tramline in such 
an important thoroughfare.
94
My twelfth rib is gone, ... I’m the Ubermensch. ... the supermen.
96
...a Homerule sun rising up in the northwest from the laneway 
behind the bank of Ireland. He prolonged his pleased smile.
98
May as well get her sympathy.
100
Heva, naked Eve. She had no navel. ... Womb of sin.
102
Milly tucked up in beddy-house. Happy. Happy. That was the night...
104
...dull porter slopped and churned inside. The bungholes sprang 
open...
106
Quicker, darling!
On now. Dare it. Let there be life.
108
Today. Today. Not think.
110
Italia, Magistra Artium
112
- Will you join us, Myles? Ned Lambert asked.
114
Silly billies: mob of young cubs yelling their guts out.
116
... dragging through the funeral silence a creaking wagon on which 
lay a granite block.
118
In quintessential triviality
For years in this fleshcase a shesoul dwelt. 
- They say...
120
Memorial battles recalled
122
A woman and a man. I see her skirties. Pinned up, I bet.
124
- And here comes the sham squire himself...
126
Your fond daughter,
                                     Milly
P.S. Excuse bad writing, am in a hurry. By by.       
                                                                                   M.
128
Still, she’s a dear girl. Soon be a woman. Malinger. Dearest papa. 
Young student. Yes, yes: a woman too. Life. Life.
130
He has seen a fair share go under in his time, lying around him field 
after field.
132
- Now, my miss, he said. ...
- Thank you, my miss. And one shilling three pence change. For you, 
please?
134
Glo-o-ri-a  in  ex-cel-sis  De-o
136
Haw many! All these here once walked round Dublin. Faithful 
departed.
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...glints of light ... in Walter Sexton’s window opposite by which John 
Howard Parnell passed, unseeing.
140
Gravediggers in Hamlet. Shows the profound knowledge of the 
human heart.
142
With unfeigned regret it is we 
announce the dissolution of a most respected
dublin   burgess
144
The crozier and the pen
146
Frail from the housetops two plumes of smoke ascended...
148
O, poor Robinson Crusoe,
How could you possibly do so?
150
Near Aldborough house Father Conmee thought of that spendthrift 
nobleman. And now it was an office or something.
152
Landlord never dies they say.
154
He halted. I have passed the way to Aunt Sara’s. Am I not going 
there?
156
Time ball on the ballast office is down.
158
Urbane, to comfort them, the Quaker librarian purred.
160
If life was always like that. Cricket weather.
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modernistuli faqtura, rogorc Cans, seriozu-
li inspiraciis sagani aRmoCnda guram wibaxaSvil-
isaTvis. misive TqmiT, `ulises~ teqstma Secvala 
da gaamZafra misi xedva. gamofena qarvaslaSi sax-
elwodebiT `ulise~ am nawarmoebis qarTul Targ-
mans mieZRvna. meore mxriv, SeiZleba mas am aTiode 
wlis winandeli Tbilisis fotoistoriac davarq-
vaT, an Tundac _ kulturuli istoriac – realuri 
qalaqis realuri peizaJebiT da aseTive personaJe-
biT, qvemoT xeliT miwerili citatebiT `ulise~-
dan.. Tu zemoT aRniSnul avtoriseul komentars ar 
gaviTvaliswinebT, erTi SexedviT Zneli iqneba kav-
Siris danaxva fotosaxeebsa da teqsts Soris, Tumca 
gamoucdeli TvalisTvisac pirveli Sexedvac sakma-
risia imis dasanaxavad, rom zedapirze TamaSTan ar 
gvaqvs saqme. kavSiri fotosaxeebsa da teqstebs So-
ris sakmaod Rrmaa da avtoris minimalisturi axsnac 
– `ulise~-m Secvala Cemi xedva da me vafiqsirebdi 
imas, rasac ukve sxvanairad vxedavdi~, _ bunebrivia, 
rom anTropologiuri mogzaurobisaken gvibiZgebs.
periodi, romelsac guram wibaxaSvilis foto-
marginaliebi asaxavs, erT-erTi yvelaze arasimpaTi-
uri periodia Cveni istoriisaTvis. es aris 90-iani 
wlebis dasawyisis Tbilisi, masSi mcxovrebTa Sesa-
bamisi gancdiT, rom ` raRac seriozul gaugebrobaSi 
movxvdiT~. mokled, periodi dRevandeli distanci-
idan savsebiT gasagebia, rogorc totalitaruli 
reJimis marcxis Semdgomi procesi – omiT, xrwniTa 
da apaTiiT. erT fotonamuSevarze dafiqsirebulia 
tipiuri sabWoTa plakati – `meti demokratia, meti 
socializmi – Больше демократии, больше социализма~. 
fotoze iseTi rakursidan fiqsirdeba Sua frag-
menti, rom ikiTxeba – `meti – Боль~.. es sakmaod 
warmatebuli fiqsaciaa konceptualuri saxelm-
wifos ambiciebis samwuxaro transformaciisa mis 
tragikul marcxad.
erT bolodroindel interviuSi guram wibaxaS-
vilma Tqva, rom ar eTanxmeba im fotoxelovanTa 
mosazrebas, romlebic Tvlian, rom omis dros si-
cocxle gansakuTrebiT mZafri xdeba da Rirs riski 
omis dokumentaciis Sesaqmnelad. is fiqrobs, rom 
sicocxle yovelTvis intensiuria. aq sixaruliT 
veTanxmebi avtors da vamateb, rom miuxedavad imi-
sa, rom mxatvrul sferoSi ver gaviziareb veranair 
SezRudvasa da akrZalvas nebismieri esTeturi das-
abuTebis safuZvelze, yovelTvis ufro Zlieri mux-
tisaa is imiji, romelic dramatizms sisxlisa da 
Ria Wrilobebis gareSe asaxavs, imdenad, ramdenadac 
inteleqtualuri `damuSaveba~ bevrad ufro did 
`xarjvas~ moiTxovs. `ulise~-s guram wibaxaSvilis 
versiaSi aris ase `damuSavebuli~ apaTiuri peiza-
Jebi, `sasaflaoebi~ TavianTi “nestiTa” da mazom-
birebeli esTetikiT. erTi peizaJi – gadaTxrili, 
nacrisferi adgili citatiT – `sasaflaoze~, – Tqva 
martin kaningemma~, erTgvari gamoxmobaa jef uolis 
avRanuri reportaJebisa. aq TiTqos `sasaflaoa~ 
uxilavi jariskacebisaTvis. gareubnis aseTsave 
quCaze ki aqcentirebulia TiTqos zemodan CamoS-
vebuli moZraobis akrZalvis aRmniSvneli sagzao 
niSani miniSnebiT egzistencialuri vakuumi Cixze. 
koleqciaSi xdeba zusti interpretacia joisiseu-
li sqemisa, sadac leopold blumis mogzauroba 
`Zvirfasi binZuri dublinis~ quCebSi sicocxlis in-
tensivobas qalaqis kloakasTan identifikaciiT aR-
wevs, romlis fonzec mwifdeba kulturis produq-
ti stiven dedalosis saxiT... `Zvirfasi binZuri 
Tbilisis~ seria mihyveba joisis rukas, Tumca zogan 
sworxazovanic xdeba, sadac Tbilisis fragmentebi 
fizikurad emsgavseba joisisdroindeli dublinis 
fragmentebs _ o’konolis quCisa da xidis kuTxes. 
sxva mxriv, es sworxazovneba kompensirebulia iu-
moriTa da daxvewili orazrovnebiT.
zemoT xsenebul namuSevarze – `meti – Боль~, 
citataa: `mailz, SemogvierTdebiT? _ ikiTxa ned 
lambertma~. Tbilisur versiaSi kulturuli 
produqcia bohemis warmomadgenlebis situaciuri 
guram wibaxaSvili `Zvirfasi 
binZuri Tbilisi~-s Sesaxeb
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portretebis saxiT Cndeba. isini maTTvis organul 
qsovilSi imyofebian, romelic imavdroulad im 
unikalur fons qmnida, sadac stils egzistencial-
uri, sasicocxlo datvirTva hqonda.
kavSirs ulisesTan aq sxva mxarec aqvs, gamomdi-
nare 90-iani wlebis art cxovrebis specifikidan.
am periodis avangarduli moZraobebi dasav-
luri postmodernistuli aqciebiT iyo STagoneb-
uli, Tumca Tavad bohemuri ganwyobebi ufro XX-
is dasawyisis moderns hgavda siurrealisturi, 
dadaisturi Tu eqspresionistuli TviTgancdiT. 
globalizaciis es procesi post-sabWoTa sivrceSi 
sakmaod aqtiuri da mravalferovani iyo, Tumca 
zedapirze mxolod TviTdamkvidrebis motivebi, 
plagiati, epataJuri eqstremizmi da apaTia Canda. 
modam “soviet avangardze” fsevdoxelovnebisa da 
fsevdoxelovanTa nakadi gamoiwvia, auditoriaSi ki 
undobloba Tanamedrove xelovnebisadmi. Tumca, am 
fsevdo moZraobebsac hqondaT TavianTi Rirebule-
ba da arasaxarbielo, magram arc Tu ise umniSvnelo 
roli ekisrebodaT mis monawileebs gardamavali 
epoqis siuJetSi. 
SedarebiT mcire nawili cdilobda amoevso gamo-
tovebuli gamocdilebebi dakavSirebuli dasavlur 
kulturasTan da maTTan arsebuli gaucxoeba gadae-
laxa. qaosis transformaciis es sivrce SeiZleba 
iwvevda kidec asociaciebs “ulises” Tavisi drois-
aTvis “eqsperimentul” struqturasTan.
fotomarginaliebis formas guram wibaxaSvili 
xSirad mimarTavs. erT seriaSi mas citirebebi luis 
kerolis igavidan mohyavs. am seriis Sesaxeb arse-
bobs `Art Forum~-Si gamoqveynebuli marek barteli-
kis werili, sadac es manera ganmartebulia, rogorc 
manera `realobis aRqmisaTvis im zogadi matricis 
gasafarToeblad, romelic lokalur kulturul 
sazRvrebs miRma arsebobs~. SeiZleba iTqvas, rom es 
amocana ufro gaRrmavebulia `ulise~-s versiaSi.
    xaTuna xabuliani
It seems the modernist texture became the subject of se-
rious inspiration for Guram Tsibakhashvili. “Ulysses”’s text has 
changed my seeing and extremised it, - he says.
The exhibition in Karvasla named as “Ulysses” was dedi-
cated to its georgian translation and at the same time can 
be considered as a photo history of ninties’ Tbilisi , or cultural 
history with real landscapes of real city and personalities, pic-
tures subscribed below with the quots from Joyce’s novel...at 
first sight it’s impossible to see connection between the foot-
age and texts without taking in account the artist’ comment 
mentioned above..
although even dilettante can guess that itsn’t a play on 
surface. Relations between the photoimages and texts be-
come deeper and beside the artists minimalistic expanation :
”Ulysses” has changed my manner of seeng and I was 
shooting everything which I was seeing in a different way” –
can make us enthusiastic for an anthropological journy...
The period described in Guram Tsibakhashvili’s photo mar-
ginalias is connected with one of the unplesant period in Tbili-
si history. It’s nineties with the sense of all people that they 
found themselves in terrible misunderstanding’. Concretly, it’s 
Guram Tsibakhashvili on dear, dirty Tbilisi.
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The junction with Ulysses has another side issuing from 
the specific signs of artistic life. The avanguarde movements 
of this period were provoked by the postmodernistic action
of western model but the bohemian mood was more like 
the modern of XXth sentury’s beginning with the motives of 
surrrealism, dadaism or expressionism.
Guram Tsibakhashvili often references the form of photo 
marginalia. In one collection he used the quotes from Carrol’s 
parable. These series are interpreted by Marek Bartelik in Art 
Forum where this manner is explained as the way for seeing 
reality for widening the common matrix, which exists behind 
the local limits”.
This task seems to go further in “Ulysses” version…
    Khatuna Khabuliani
simple to explain from today’s distance, that it was a logical 
results after collapse of totalitarian regime with its war, de-
cay and apathy. One work shows typical soviet slogans frag-
ment: “more democracy, more socialism”. the shot shows only 
middle part where russian and georgian words combine the 
phrase – “more pain”. It seems exciting way to fix of fact, where 
conceptual state’ ambitions transformed into tragic crash.
In one of the latest interview Guram Tsibakhashvili said 
that he doesn’t agree the spread opinion of photographers 
which consider that life is more intensive in war time and its 
worthy to run a risk for creating the war documentary. I would 
like to share this opinion
and to add that despite not receiving any limits and dog-
mas in art sphere, always seems more strong showing dramat-
ic mood without blood and open wounds as intellectual work
asks for further elaboration. Guram Tsibakhashvili’s version 
of “Ulysses”has this kind of “elaborated” landscapes express-
ing apathy, or cemeteries with their dampness and zombic es-
thetics. One of these landscapes shows digged up grey place 
commented by quote: ”at cemetery, -said martin Canning-
ham, refers to Jeff Walls afghanian reports. It looks like a tomb 
for invisible soldiers. Another picture shows the sign of “stop 
driving” in suburb street emphasizing the hint on existential 
vacuum baffle.
The collection interprets the very scheme of Joyce’s novel, 
where Blum’s trip in dear, dirty Dublin’s street intensifies by 
identification with city’s cloaka and which is the background 
for cultural product as Steven Dedalus.. Series of “dear, dirty 
tbilisi” follows Joyce’s map, sometimes becoming linear, where 
Tbilisi’s fragments are almost phisically similar as Dublin’s 
streets of Joice’s times – the corner of O’connoll’s street and 
bridge.
On the other side these parallels are compensated with 
he sophisticated humor and ambiguousness. The shot men-
tioned above (“more pain”) – is subscribed by the quote: ”will 
you join us, Milles?-asked Nedd Lambert”.
The cultural production in Tbilisis’ version appears as the 
situational portraits of the bohemians. They exist in very or-
ganic texture for them, by which the very unique basic was 
created where style earned existencialistic, living meaning.
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“Teatri . . . pirdapiri usargeblobaa, romelic gvibi-
Zgebs usafuZvlo moqmedebisken da romelsac ar gaaCnia 
konkretuli sargebloba mocemul realobaSi”.
    antonen arto
“modiT, mamakacebsa da qalebs kargad moveqceT; ise, 
TiTqos isini namdvilni iyvnen; albaT, arian kidec.”
    ralf ualdo emersoni
“me Sen miyvarxar, magram ramdenadac me SenSi eniT auRw-
erlad miyvars ufro meti, vidre Sen – patara obieqti “a” 
(the object petit a) _ me Sen nawilebad gSli.”
    Jak lakani 
     
fotoseria, romelsac guram wibaxaSvili jeims 
joisis “ulises” ilustraciebad warmogvid-
gens, ramdenime mniSvnelovan ideasa da mxatvrul 
Canafiqrzea dafuZnebuli. am saxis fotoilustra-
ciebi sakmaod iSviaTia da mas mravalmxrivi dat-
virTva gaaCnia. 
seriis fotoebis subieqturoba aucilebeli 
winapirobaa foto-narativis mravalmxrivi inter-
pretaciisaTvis. seriis calkeuli fotoebis fo-
tonarativi TavisTavad gancalkevebul narativs 
warmoadgens da amdenad, mravalplastian narativ-
Ta erTobliobas qmnis, amitomac ar aris aucile-
beli maTi siuJetis mixedviT (“ulises” siuJetis), 
mimdevrobiT dalageba. mimdevroba Tavisufalia 
da igi romanis narativis foto/gamosaxulebiTi 
ilustrirebisaTvis ar aris mowodebuli. is ufro 
“ganwyobiTeobrivi” ilustraciebia. 
fotoebis umetesoba “sajaro adgilebis”, e.w. “qu-
Cis fotoebia”, romelTa Soris “privatuli” sivrcis 
gamosaxulebebic gvxdeba. maT teqstis “naglejis” 
damatebiT empiriuli mniSvneloba eniWebaT. teqs-
ti xdeba ara gamosaxulebis “aRweris” mcdeloba, 
aramed TavisTavadi nawili. teqsti foto-faqtis 
realobis “sxva” realobiT Secvlis mcdelobaa. 
fotografia SeCerebis, pauzis Seqmnis formaa 
(nabuioSi araki). teqsti am SemTxvevaSi pauzis, 
sikvdilis “instrumentia”. 
fotoseria sxvadasxva “realobebis” erToblobaa, 
romelTac ori umTavresi “realoba” aerTianebs: 
joisis romanis “realoba” da fotoze “aRwerili” 
TiToeuli sivrcis realoba. wibaxaSviliseuli 
TamaSi “realobebTan” fotografiuli “TamaSis” 
erT-erTi sakmaod rTuli saxeobaa da ukiduresi 
subieqturobis niSans atarebs. amdenad, SeuZlebe-
lia seriis fotoebis identifikacia droSi, realo-
basa da pirovnebebTan; iseve, rogorc rTulia maTi 
gaigiveba romanis naratiuli plastis realobasa 
Tu personaJebTan. 
fotoze gamosaxul TiToeul aseT “kerZo sivrc-
es” Tavisi socialuri Tu istoriuli niSanic gaaC-
nia, Tumca, saboloo namuSevarSi isini mxolod 
fons qmnian joisis romanis am konkretul foto-
Si asocirebisaTvis. seriis erT-erT namuSevarSi, 
romlis teqsti ambobs: “sasaflaoze, Tqva martin 
kaningamma”, industriuli “realobaa” mocemuli da 
sasaflao, “qve-samyaro” aqve asaxuli gvirabis Ses-
asvleliT asocirdeba. msgavsi simboloebi mravlad 
gvxvdeba seriis fotoebSi da, ZiriTadad, wibaxaSvi-
lis mediumisadmi sxvagvari Rirebulebis miniWebis 
mcdelobad SeiZleba, aRviqvaT. 
guram wibaxaSvili drois, “bunebis mdgomareo-
bis”, mocemuli realobisa da misive irealobis, 
ganwyobisa da dinebis erT-erTi saukeTeso foto-
grafia, iseve rogorc eqsperimentebis mudmivi 
“provokatori”. mocemuli fotoseriac yvela am 
faqtoris niSans Seicavs da misi eqsperimentuli na-
turis erT-erTi yvelaze eqstravagantuli nimuSia. 
     Salva yifSiZe
naratiuli xilvebi:
guram wibaxaSvilis fotografia 
da jeims joisis “ulise”
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“Theatre …is a direct uselessness, which incites us to groundless ac-
tion and has no a specific use in the present reality.”
    Antonin Artaud
”Let us treat men and women well; treat them as if they were real; 
perhaps they are.“ 
    Ralph Waldo Emerson
“I love you, but, because inexplicably I love in you something more 
than you – (the objet petit “a”), I mutilate you.” 
    Jacques Lacan
A Series of photo illustrations by Guram Tsibakhashvili, cre-
ated for Ulysses by James Joyce, is based on several important 
ideas and artistic concepts. Photo illustrations of this kind are 
very rare and have a versatile meaning. The subjectivity of the 
series is a necessary precondition of complex interpretation. 
Each photo is a separate narrative in itself, thus creating a 
unity of multifaceted narratives. This is the reason why it is so 
important to arrange them in accordance with the plot of the 
novel (Ulysses) in strict succession. The sequence is free and 
more likely to represent the illustrations not according to plot, 
but in compliance with perceptions. 
The majority of the photos are of “public places”, so called 
“street photos”, but some also depict “private spaces”. With the 
attachment of extracts from the text they acquire additional 
empirical importance.  The text becomes not just an attempt 
to describe the image, but allows it to exist independently. 
The text is an attempt to substitute the reality of photo with 
another reality. 
Photography is a form of creation of suspense, pause (Na-
buioshi Arak). In this way it is the tool of death, of a pause. 
The photo series is a unity of different “realities” unified by two 
main “realities”: the reality of Joyce’s novel and the reality of 
each space captured in the photo. The photographer’s way of 
playing with “realities” is one of its complexities, bearing the 
mark of subjectivity. Thus, it is impossible to identify the pho-
tos with reality and personalities throughout time. It is also 
difficult to identify them with the different layers of the novel’s 
narrative and characters. Every captured “private space” has its 
own unique social or historic mark, but this “private space” is 
only a medium to create associations between the novel and 
each photograph. 
One of the works from the series, with attached texts say-
ing: “At the cemetery, Martin Cunningham said”, reflects an 
industrial “reality” and the cemetery, the “sub-world”, is associ-
ated with the tunnel entrance. Many similar symbols, found in 
this photo series, can be considered as the author’s attempt to 
give a different value to the medium.
Guram Tsibakhashvili is one of the best photographers of 
time, of “states of nature”, of present reality and its own irreal-
ity, of perception, of flow, as well as a constant “provocateur” 
and experementalist. 
The present photo series contains all the themes men-
tioned above and is the most extravagant example of the au-
thor’s experimental nature. 
     Shalva Kipshidze
Narrative Dreams 
Photography by Guram Tsibakhashvili 
and James Joyce’s Ulysses
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„am xelovnebisTvis mxolod Suqi da adgilia saWiro da 
kidev „aRmqmeli“, 
romelic saTanado yuradRebas dauTmobs movlenebs “.
    ien jefri
Tanamedrove xelovnebaSi erTi adamianis mier 
Sesrulebuli namuSevari xSirad, meore adamian-
isTvis Semoqmedebis inspiraciis wyarod da rac 
mTavaria, missave nawarmoebad iqceva, rac sxva epo-
qaSi SeuZlebeli iqneboda. CvenTvis ki amas, Tavda-
pirveli namuSevris avtoris vinaobas zogjer didi 
mniSvneloba ar aqvs, radgan Tanamedrove xelovne-
ba „konteqstis cvlis” xelovnebaa da is irgebs am 
formebs Tavisi miznebis misaRwevad. 
fotograf guram wibaxaSvilma fotoseria 
„ulise“ 1988–89 wlebSi Seqmna, maSin rodesac 
jeimz joisis amave saxelwodebis romans kiTxu-
lobda. rogorc TviTon ambobs „ulises“ kiTxvisas 
iseT raRacebs miaqcia yuradReba, rac manamdec iyo, 
magram ver amCnevda da man daiwyo am yvelafris 
dafiqsireba. 
es fotoebi am periodis Tbiliss asaxavs, mo-
siarule xalxiT dafarul quCebs, manqanebiT savse 
quCaTa kveTebs, cariel saflavebs, xalxiT savse 
transports, adamianebs imdroindeli „moduri“ 
CacmulobiT, maT garTobas koncertebsa da modis 
Cvenebebze, bnel oTaxSi mdgar televizorSi asaxul 
erotiuli filmis kadrebs, kvlav quCaSi - Camox-
eul abras, afiSebs, es yovelive ki im epoqis rTu-
li da damZimebuli cxovrebis erT–erTi saukeTeso 
asaxvaa realobidan arc ise Sors mdgari subieq-
turobiT. TiTqos quCis xmauri, sasaflaos siCume, 
mZime musikis ritmi da sasaubrod Sekrebili xalxis 
xma ismis. aq cxovreba Tavisi ritmiTa da „logikiT“ 
midis. es fotoseria imdroindel Tbilisis da mas-
Si mcxovrebi xalxis Sesaxeb mogiTxrobs da maTi 
amsaxveli fotografi am „samyaros“ bunebrivi 
nawilia, is afiqsirebs yvelafers, rac mis garSemo 
xdeba, afiqsirebs kadrebad da avsebs fotoserias, 
saxelad „ulise“, romelSic jeimz joisis msgavsad, 
cnobierebis nakadis erTgvar vizualizacias axdens.
am fotoseriaSi Sav–TeTri firiT gadaRebuli 
da Semdeg 18x24sm formatiT dabeWdili 75 foto 
Sedis, romelTac guram wibaxaSvili jeims joisis 
„ulise“-dan citirebuli teqstiT avsebs. aqve unda 
iTqvas, rom es Sevseba ara fotos Sinaarsobriv 
dausruleblobas an Tundac nakls, raime mokle-
buls niSnavs, aramed avtoris mier TiToeul namu-
SevarSi „Cadebuli“ ideis, azris, koncefciis xaz-
gasmas ufro hgavs. es yovelive ki konceftualuri 
fotografiis erT–erTi ZiriTadi maxasiaTebeli 
niSania.
am seriaSi Segvxvdeba portretebi, iseve rogorc 
peizaJis msgavsi xedebi, romlebic saxlebis saxur-
avebze an sasaflaozea gadaSlili. fotografi afiq-
sirebs mis garSemo arsebul samyaros masSi myofi 
sagnebiT da maTi detalebiT ise, rom arcerTi de-
tali zedmetad ar aRiqmrba. yvela sagani fotos 
guram wibaxaSvili  
fotoseria „ulise“
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miznisken, ideisken mimavalia. aq rTulia mTavarisa 
da meorexarisxovanis povna, TiTqos yoveli sagani 
mTavari rolis Semsrulebelia da maTi amgvari er-
Tianoba garemos saerTo ganwyobas qmnis. 
guram wibaxaSvils samyarosadmi arc gulgri-
li da arc paTetikuri damokidebuleba aqvs, igi 
xSirad Cveulebriv kadrSi, sagnebSi garkveul iro-
nias an dafarul mniSvnelobas debs, riTic es na-
muSevrebi ufro „moculobiTi” da mravalSriani 
xdeba. mas ar unda, rom fotoebi erTmniSvnelovani 
Sefasebis, sworxazovani aRqmis obieqti iyos. is 
mudmivad „aTamaSebs” gamomsaxvelobis romelime 
an ramdenime elements: formebs, ganaTebas, xedvis 
wertils da Sav-TeTri fotografiis SemTxvevaSic 
ki - TviT ferebs.
am serias xelovnebis nawarmoebad drois gansa-
kuTrebuli „mravalSrianobac” aqcevs - is, rom es 
fotoebi Tan „reportaJulad“ Tanadroul epoqas 
asaxavs da amasTanave, Tanamedrove konceftualuri 
xelovnebis kanonebiTac aris Seqmnili. gamomsaxv-
elobiTi saSualebebis amgvari datvirTva, konteqs-
tis cvla Cveni drois erT-erTi umniSvnelovanesi 
Tvisebaa. 
     guram kapanaZe
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“For this art form only the light and place are mandatory, as well as 
the right person who will perceive the event properly.”
    Jan Jeffrey
In modern art, work undertaken by one person often be-
comes a source of inspiration for another artist and it becomes 
his own work, something which has been made possible with 
the arrival of more advanced technologies. For us the name of 
the original author does not have a great importance, since 
modern art is the art of “Context Change” and it can use these 
shapes to achieve its aims. 
The photographer, Guram Tsibakhashvili, created the pho-
to series “Ulysses” in 1988-1989, while reading the novel of the 
same title by James Joyce. According to him, when reading 
“Ulysses” he began to pay attention to small details around 
him and to capture them on camera. These details were al-
ways there, but Joyce’s novel opened his eyes to them.
These photos reflect the Tbilisi of that period. Streets 
crowded with pedestrians and crossroads with cars, empty 
graves, public transport full of people, pedestrians wearing 
the fashionable clothes of that time, scenes of recreation at 
concerts and fashion shows, erotic film scenes reflected on a 
TV in a dark room, again in the streets torn signboards, post-
ers. All this is of one of the best reflections on the difficult life 
of that era. As if street noise, the silence of the cemetery, the 
rhythm of hard rock music and people’s voices are heard. Here, 
life goes with its own rhythm and “logic”. The photo series tell 
us about the Tbilisi of that time and about its inhabitants, and 
the photographer reflecting all these is the natural part of 
this “world”.  He fixes everything happening around him, fixes 
them as scenes and constructs the photo series “Ulysses”, in 
which he attempts to make visual the stream of consciousness 
in Joyce’s novel.  
The photo series includes 75 photos printed in a 18X24 for-
mat and shot in black and white, which Guram Tsibakhashvili 
then fills with text from “Ulysses” by James Joyce. It should be 
noted that this addition does not mean the incompleteness of 
content or a fault but is rather a way of underlining the idea, 
opinion and concept of the author in each work. All these are 
one of the main characteristics of conceptual photography. 
In the series you will encounter portraits as well as land-
scapes such as views spread either on the roofs of houses or in 
the cemetery. The photographer fixes the world around him 
with its things and details in a way that none of the details can 
be thought of as superfluous. All things are for the aim and 
idea of the photo. It is difficult to find major and minor things, 
all of them play a leading role and their union creates a gen-
eral sense of the environment.
Guram Tsibakhashvili has neither an indifferent nor a pa-
thetic attitude to the world. In a common scene he often puts 
some irony or secret meaning that makes these works pro-
found and “multi-layered”. He does not want his photos to be 
the objects of simple evaluation and rectilinear perception. 
He constantly “plays” with one or many elements of expres-
sion: shapes, illumination, viewpoints and the color itself, even 
though the photos are in black and white.
This series is also rendered a work of art by the peculiar 
“multi-layering” of time. These photos depict a contemporary 
era ‘after the fact’ and this is one of the laws of conceptual art. 
The meaning attached to this expression and the altering of 
context is one of the most important traits of contemporary 
art. 
     Guram Kapanadze
Guram Tsibakhashvili − Photo Series 
“Ulysses”
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guram wibaxaSvilma qarTul fotografiaSi 
personaluri gamofeniT Semoabija. es iyo 1985 
wels klub „amiranSi“ gamarTuli sakmaod Tamami 
eqspozicia – sxvadasxva manipulaciiT saxecvlili 
dokumenturi Janris fotoebi. eqsperimentma namu-
Sevrebs cota siurrealisturi da elferi SesZi-
na. sabWoeTSi aseTi midgoma sruli „ucnauroba“ 
iyo, rac, cxadia, SeumCneveli ar darCenia damswre 
fotografiul sazogadoebas, maT Soris ki axali 
fotoklubis damfuZneblebs – iuri meCiTovsa da 
gogi cagarels. energiuli meCiTovi umal gaecno 
gurams da is fotoklub „TvalsazrisSi“ miipatiJa. 
„Tvalsazrisi“ (1985–1989) TanamoazreTa axali 
Zala iyo, romelic axali Taobis fotografebma 
„perestroikis“ wiaRSi Seqmnes im sicarielis Ses-
avsebad, romelic „uZraobis“ xanam daRad daasva qa-
rTul fotografias. klubis mier organizebulma 
axali tipis gamofenebma ki sazogadoebas Seaxsena 
fotografiis mTavari Rirseba da principi – do-
kumenturoba, rac wlebis manZilze socrealizmis 
Janrs iyo amofarebuli. bunebrivia, rom Tavidan, 
„TvalsazrisSi“ guram wibaxaSvili mogvevlina, ro-
gorc „dokumentalisti da mTxrobeli fotografi“. 
klasikuri dokumenturi fotografiidan „kon-
ceptualurisken“ gadaxveva, mogvianebiT, „Tval-
sazrisis“ erT-erT wevrTan – boris SaverdianTan 
tandemSi moxda. „... ucnaurze ucnauri kaci iyo – 
filosofosi, fizikosi, poeti da fotografi bo-
ria. misTvis sulerTi iyo, romeli saSualebiT ras 
gamoxatavda, radganac nebismieri saSualeba iyo 
misaRebi“, – ixsenebs guram wibaxaSvili. ori av-
toris erToblivi eqspozicia-eqsperimenti, saxel-
wodebiT – „kibe“ 1993 wels, „gayinul“ qarvaslaSi 
gaixsna. Saverdianis fotoalbomebisa da wibaxaSvi-
lis fotoseriebis garda, gamofenaze lado bur-
dulis musika da daviT CixlaZis performansi iyo 
warmodgenili.
morigi gardatexac am periodSi moxda, rasac gu-
ram wibaxaSvili, „subieqturi fotografiis“ dabade-
bas uwodebs – subieqturi, rogorc calkeuli ada-
mianis realobis gancda, xedva da damokidebuleba 
samyarosadmi. es termini amerikeli fotografis – 
duan miqalsis fotoistoriebma Semoitana guramis 
fotografiaSi. miqalsiseuli sada, gasagebi, marti-
vi da seriuli Txrobis manera, mogvianebiT, wibax-
aSvilisTvis mTavar ganmasxvavebel niSnad iqceva. 
aseTi seriebis Seqmnamde ki, fotodokumentalisti 
guram wibaxaSvili Tavisufali formebis ZiebaSi 
iyo.
Tavisufleba ki guramma amave periodSi mxat-
vrebTan ipova, rodesac karlo kaWarava gaicno 
1987 wels. „perestroikis“ drois mxatvrebic xom 
axlis ZiebaSi iyvnen – gaxsnil sazRvrebSi informa-
ciis Semodinebam Zvelis kvdoma gamoiwvia. is, rasac 
dasavleTSi postmodernistul tendenciebs uwo-
debdnen, sawyisi gaxda ramdenime individualisti 
mxatvrisa da jguf „meaTe sarTulis“ (1986–1994) 
SemoqmedebaSi. axali 
jgufi ramdenime mx-
atvars aerTianebda 
da aqtiur sagamofe-
no moRvaweobaSi iyo 
CarTuli. karlo 
kaWaravam guram wib-
axaSvils, mxatvrebT-
an erTad, gamofeneb-
Si monawileoba 
SesTavaza, radgan 
fotografiis mxatv-
robaSi gamoyeneba im 
wlebis axali migneba 
Tbilisi 1995, ulises 
pirveli gamofena
ulisedan ulisemde
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iyo. pirveli erToblivi „araoficialuri“ gamofena 
(1987) qarvaslaSi, sardafis nestian sivceSi Sedga. 
„mnaxveli, raTqmaunda, bevri movida, radgan sazoga-
doebaSi ukve arsebobda moTxovnileba, raRac 
arastandartuli enaxaT, ufro Tavisufali, vidre 
manamde“, – ixsenebs fotografi. ase daiwyo guram 
wibaxaSvilis meore gardatexa – fotodokumental-
isti ukve gvevlineba, rogorc fotografi-artisti. 
mxatvrebisgan guramma bevri ram iswavla, „gan-
sakuTrebiT irakli farjianisgan, radgan am mx-
atvars izidavda fotografia“. farjians wib-
axaSvili dRemde Tavis erT-erT maswavleblad 
aRiarebs – misgan iswavla namuSevrebTan Tavisu-
fali damokidebuleba, rom tilo SesaZloa ideal-
uri, steriluri da sufTa ki ara dausrulebeli da 
imavdroulad, wertildasmulic iyos. „meaTe sar-
Tulisgan“ viswavle meti Tavisufleba, rom ideis 
gadmosacemad yvelaferi dasaSvebia, Tu is adami-
anuria. xelovnebis erT-erTi funqciac, xom is aris, 
rom adamians Tavisufleba aswavlos.“
mxatvrebis jgufTan Tanaarsebobam axali 
cxovrebis stili, ritmi, axali ideebi Semoitana 
guramis realobaSi, misma fotoobiqtivma krizisSi 
moqceul sabWoTa sinamdvilesTan Tanamcxovrebi 
garemo swored am axali xedviT aRbeWda. gadafase-
ba ki moxda maSin, rodesac fotografma irland-
ieli mwerlis jeims joisis „ulises“ stilisturad 
rTul teqstTan gacnoba daiwyo 1989 wels. 
pirveli miziduloba Tavad teqstTan urTier-
TobaSi gaCnda – Txroba cnobierebis Tavisufali 
nakadidan modioda, msgavsad guram wibaxaSvilis 
fotografiuli nakadisa – is xom Zalian bevrs 
iRebda jer kidev sabWoTa saqarTvelos quCebSi. 
teqstis modernistulma faqturam, TiTqos, gamoZa-
xili hpova fotografis xedvaSi da Secvala misi 
damokidebuleba dakvirvebis/xedvis „nakadisadmi“; 
iseve, rogorc joisi iyenebs cnobierebis nakads da 
sityvebad aqcevs maT, wibaxaSvilic iyenebs cnob-
ieri xedvis nakads da fotoebad aqcevs maT. „wignma 
dabada is, rac manamde mqonda sxvisgan naswavli“, 
– amgvarad gaCnda TviTnabadi fotografi, pirveli 
Tamami konceptualuri fotoseriiT - „ulise“.
„joisis „ulise“ homerosis fabulaa, romelic 
mweralma gadmoitana Tavis qalaqSi. romanis per-
sonaJebi arian qalaqSi mogzauri ulise da misi 
megobrebi. moqmedebis adgilia ara xmelTaSua zRva, 
aramed avtoris qalaqi – dublini. Cems SemTxvevaSi, 
samoqmedo arealia Cemi qalaqi – Tbilisi, person-
aJebi ki Cemi megobrebi arian“, ulise ki, raTqmaun-
da, Tavad fotografi. wignis dasawyisSive avtori 
iyenebs joisis replikas dublinisadmi – „Zvirfasi 
binZuri dublini“. guramis damokidebuleba misi 
qalaqisadmic igivea. „Cemi areali, Cemi megobrebi 
da Cemi ambavi, es aris mcdeloba, gaiazro sad xar 
Sen“. Sedegad ki, fotografma dainaxa is, rac mogvi-
anebiT unda momxdariyo – afeTqebis zRvramde mi-
suli „mkvdari qalaqi“, „mkvdari qveyana“, sruli 
Stili, siCume... iqmneba STabeWdileba, TiTqos, am 
qalaqSi omi ukve moxda, arada, jer kidev 1989-90 
wlebi idga – „etapi rodesac iwyeba ngreva, rasac 
axali mihyveba“... es gamoZaxilic joisis gmirebidan 
modis, iqac gardamavali dro dgas. 
gadaRebuli masala, sabolood, seriad Camoy-
alibda, rogorc gausufTavebeli, nakawrebiTa da 
WuWyiT datanili, ubralo aparatiT gadaRebuli, 
CarCoTi dabeWdili 73 SavTeTri foto – Seula-
mazebeli, pirdapiri, 
araesTetizirebuli 
da naturalisturi. 
avtorma fotoebi Ta-
vad dabeWda. gaCnda 
ideac, rom fotoebis 
Sesatyvisi teqstebis 
citireba joisis wig-
nidan momxdariyo. 
teqstebis moZieba 
spontanurad xdebo-
da. avtori cdilobs 
paralelebi ZafiviT 
gaabas or samyaros 
istambuli, simensis galerea 
2007, ulises meore gamofena
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Soris da es warmatebiT gamosdis miuxedavad imisa, 
rom xSirad teqsti srul SeusabamobaSia gamosax-
ulebasTan. minawerebi fotoebze xeliTaa Sesrule-
buli, rac ufro „xelnakeTs“ xdis TiToeul namu-
Sevars.
„ulise“ emociiT savse seriaa, fotoebze gamo-
saxuli Temebi yovlismomcvelia: megobrebis Sekre-
bebi mxatvris saxelosnoSi, viwro wreSi gamarTuli 
koncertebi, sasaflao, modebis Cveneba, quCaSi md-
gomi qalebi, mkacri da dauRimari saxeebi sazoga-
doebrivi TavSeyris adgilebSi, rogoricaa bazari, 
da quCaSi SemTxveviT gadaRebuli mwerali guram 
doCanaSvili, romlis vinaobis gaazrebac mogvi-
anebiT moxda, ukve dabeWdil fotoze. aqvea eroti-
kuli elementebic da mezobeli spiridonas safla-
vic – obeliski, romelic mflobelma sicocxleSive 
augo sakuTar Tavs.
„ulises“ masalas avtori 1989–90 wlebSi iRebda. 
1995 wels, seriis erTi nawili, pirvelad, primi-
tivisti mxatvris – melaSvilis namuSevrebTan er-
Tad gamoifina, Jurnal „Letters From Georgia”-s 
prezentaciaze. fotoproeqtis meore, ukve sruli 
gamofena 1997 wels qarvaslaSi Sedga. 2007 wels 
„ulise“ stambulSi gamofines, „simens galereaSi“. 
2010 wels seria naCvenebi iqna SvedeTSi, qalaq 
lundis „kunst haleSi“, 2011 wels ki – Tesalonikis 
Tanamedrove xelovnebis muzeumSi. 
„ulise“ guram 
wibaxaSvilisTvis 
ganmsazRvreli gaxda 
fotografiul moR-
vaweobaSi, radgan es 
iyo pirveli pro-
eqti – seria – amo-
savali wertili 
– etapi, romel-
mac dabada foto-
grafis seriuli az-
rovneba. „ulises“ 
Semdeg fotografi 
ukve sistematurad iyenebs teqstebs seriebis Ses-
aqmnelad da Tavadac gvevlineba, rogorc axali 
formebisa da ideebis ZiebaSi myofi mud mogzau-
robasa da Ziebas ki mravali aRmoCena mohyva, ramac 
araerTxel Secvala guramis damokidebuleba foto-
grafiisadmi. axali nakadi ar wydeboda – iqneboda 
es amerikeli fotografis duan miqalsisa da sab-
Woeli boris mixailovis subieqtivizmi, leonardo 
da vinCis bundovani xazebi („sfumato“), Sveicari-
eli minimalisti mxatvaris paul kles simartive, 
amerikeli si tomblis ideebis siSiSvle, belgieli 
rene magritis siurrealizmi Tu britaneli mwer-
lisa da fotografis – luis qerolis ulevi fanta-
zia. swored ukanasknelma dabada „ulises“ momdevno 
konceftualuri seria „alisa“.
„alisas“ Sesaqmnelad fotografma martivi svla 
gamoiyena – fotoebi samoyvarulo kameriT – „ag-
atiT“ gadaiRo, romelic 36 kadris nacvlad 72-s 
iRebda da beWdvisas, erTdroulad, or sxvadasxva 
kadrad „amodioda“, rogorc diptixi. ori gansxvave-
buli konteqstis mqone fotos erTad ganTavsebisas 
tilo absurdul elfers iZenda. 1997 wels, iri-
na popiaSvilis kuratorobiT, „alisa“ niu iorkSi, 
„goldSteinis“ galereaSi didi warmatebiT gamoi-
fina.
„alisas“ mohyva kidev erTi seria – „avtobiogra-
fia dabadebamde“ – proeqti, romelic gasuli sauku-
nis 60-iani wlebis kvleviT daiwyo. seriis Sesaqmne-
lad fotografi iyenebs saojaxo fotoalbomebs. es 
wibaxaSvilis mcdelobaa, aRweros is, rac xdeboda 
qveyanaSi mis dabadebamde. monumenturi fotoebis-
gan Semdgari seria yvelaze vrceli gamodga, Tavad 
beWdvam ki didi Sroma moiTxova. 100 sm-iani foto-
tiloebis avtori samudamod darwmunda seriebiT 
Txrobis upiratesobaSi. „avtobiografiam“ imogza-
ura safrangeTSi, germaniasa da SveicariaSi, sadac 
warmatebiT gaiyida. 
1997–2001 da 2010 wlebSi guram wibaxaSvili 
kidev erT serias qmnis – „ganmartebani“, romelic 
30X50 zomis fotoebisagan Sedgeba. siaxle aq wi-
lundis kunsthale, 2011, 
ulises mesame gamofena
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Teli feria, romelic wibaxaSvilis fotografiaSi 
Tamamad iWreba da fanqriTa Tu anilinis saRebaviT 
gasdevs „ganmartebans“. realurad, avtorma arc ki 
icis, saidan modis wiTlis xedvis aseTi Jini, Sesa-
Zloa, es iyos bavSvobis STabeWdilebidan, rode-
sac, 3 wlis asakSi, cxovrobda iq, sadac „wiTlad 
iyo SeRebili saxlis grZeli koridori“. „ganmarte-
banSi“ wiTeli feri Semotanilia, rogorc seriis 
gamaerTianebeli detali. saSen masalad fotografi 
sxvadasxva vizualur masalas iyenebs, rogoricaa na-
povni negativebi, Jurnalidan amonaxevi furclebi, 
sakuTari negativebi da sxv. proeqtis koncefcia ki 
terminebis/ideebis ganmartebaa, risTvisac avtori 
ganmartebiT leqsikons iyenebs, xolo moZiebuli 
teqsti tiloze gadmoaqvs.
wibaxaSvilis „wiTeli“ komunizmis arqetipebsac 
Seexo (1991). es iyo „wiTeli beladis“ portretebis 
Tema, romlebic uxvad ixateboda propagandisT-
vis da gamouyenebeli rCeboda sistemas. leninis 
plakatebs gamoyeneba fotografma mouZebna. man 
wiTeli saRebaviT SeReba zedapirebi da daasrula 
tilo fotoebiTa da naxatiT. „idea imaSi mdgo-
mareobda, rom Zvel ikonebsa da RmerTebs axali 
ikonebi cvlidnen“. 
„ikonebis“ Semdgom, wiTeli feri fotografiis 
nacvlad „art-seriebSi“ dominirebs, radgan Zieba 
avtorisTvis mxolod fotografiuli formebiT 
ar Semoifargleba. wiTelSi gadawyvetili art-se-
ria – „art-obieqtebi“ avtorma 1996 wels gamofina. 
eqspoziciaze fotoebis nacvlad damTvalierebels 
daxatuli „wiTeli“ tiloebi da wiTliT moniSnuli 
kolofebi daxvda. seria 1997 wels gamoifina ber-
linSi, „ifa“ galereaSi. obieqtebTan muSaobis aseT 
maneras wibaxaSvili germanel skulptors – jozef 
boiss daesesxa, Tumca, zogadad, „art-seriebs“ is 
ufro Tavisi fotografiis damatebad, da ara Ziri-
Tad saSualebad ganixilavs. muSaoba seriaze – „wi-
Teli“ 1990 wlidan dRemde grZeldeba.
jozef boisis gavlena „Savi obieqtebis seriazec“ 
vrceldeba – 1991-92 ww. axali proeqti Savi bitu-
miT SeRebili obi-
eqtebisgan Sedgeba, 
romlis Sesaqmnelad 
avtori sanTels, xes, 
minasa da liTons iy-
enebs. seria 1991/92 
wlebis samoqalaqo 
omis gamoZaxilia 
– „es iyo CemTvis 
pirveli omi real-
Si“. Savi obieqtebi fotografma energiis daclasa 
da kvdomasTan daakavSira. 15 obieqtisgan Semd-
gari proeqti arasdros gamofenila, radgan, xSir-
ad, rasac gurami qmnis, sulac ar aris gamiznuli 
sagamofeno sivrcisTvis. umTavresi misTvis Tavad 
procesia, romelic spontanurad ibadeba. esec xom 
fotografiuli odiseis nawilia.
sruliad gansxvavebuli iyo seria - „sapnebi“ 
(2003), sadac pornografiuli negativebi avtorma 
standartuli zomis gamWvirvale sapnebSi moaTavsa 
da am saxiT gamoitana eqspoziciaze. seria baqoSi 
iyo gamofenili, sadac 25 sapnidan ori – gaurkvev-
el viTarebaSi moipares.
2000-ian wlebSi saqarTveloSi cifruli apa-
ratebi Semovida da wibaxaSvilis fotografiaSi 
aqtiurad Semodis „feri“. cifrulma fotom gansx-
vavebuli esTetika dabada – ucabedad gaqra WuWyi 
da nakawri, bundovani da ufokuso zedapiri, gamo-
saxuleba ki gamWvirvale da detalizebuli gaxda. 
kidev erTi gardatexa, kidev erTi etapi, romelsac 
ganekuTvneba proeqtebi; „gamousadegari nivTebi“ 
(weli), antierotikuli seria – „saReWi qalebi“ 
(2003 – gamoifina 1999 wels TbilisSi), dRemde 
dausrulebeli fotoseria – „kerZo muzeumi“ (2007 
wlidan), romelic nantis xelovnebis muzeumsa da 
stambulis „galerea simensSi“ gamoifina, „saqarT-
velos sxeuli“ (weli), „fotogadideba“ (2004 ) da 
sxva. yvelgan daculia seriulobis principi da mo-
cemulia konkretuli koncefcia.
„feradi periodis“ dausrulebel fotoproeqtSi 
`mTa~ seriidan `ganmartebani~ 
2001
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– „kerZo muzeumi“ avtoris interesis obieqtSi eqce-
va is, rac adamianebs sakuTar saxlebSi aqvT dacu-
li, ise rogorc muzeumSi. „am koleqciaSi moiZeb-
neba yvelaferi, rac adamianis mexsierebam SeiZleba 
daitios, dawyebuli stalinis naxatebis koleqci-
idan, damTavrebuli buxarze miwerili telefonis 
nomrebiT“. seriam imogzaura 2007 wels stambulSi, 
2009 wels – nantis natifi xelovnebis muzeumSi da 
2013 wels – baqosa da kvlav stambulSi.
„ferad periods“ ganekuTvneba kidev erTi foto-
proeqti - „nergebi“ (1998), erTmetriani kvadrat-
uli fototiloebi, romlebic adamianis miwieri 
warmomavlobis Temas exeba. dadgmul fotoebSi 
adamianebi nergebiviT arian Cargulni miwaSi. se-
riis yvela personaJs gaaCnia adamianuri „nakli“, 
is, rac ar SeiZleba hqondes angelozs. proeqts 
warmateba xvda SveicariaSi (weli), kievsa (weli) da 
amsterdamis „kobra muzeumSi“ (weli).
bolos, kidev erTi konceptualuri seria – „gen-
uri mexsiereba“ (weli), romelic didi zomis axlo 
xediT gadaRebuli portretebisagan Sedgeba. idea 
gaCnda badri vadaWkorias mier naCuqari maRalx-
arisxiani kameris dauflebis Semdeg, romliTac 
seriaa gadaRebuli. portretebis didi gamosax-
uleba gvaZlevs saxeebis absolutur detalizacias, 
TiToeuli adamianis geneologias – is, rac saxezea 
aRbeWdili da ver damalav. TiToeul portrets ax-
lavs teqsti, romelic portretze asaxul adamians 
ekuTvnis. teqstSi yvela Tavis winaprebs ixsenebs 
da amiT amJRavnebs realur mexsierebas. maT, saSu-
alod, Svidi–rva winapari axsovT, maSin rodesac 
saxeze aRbeWdilia sruli geneologia, yvela wi-
naparis kvali. amgvarad, avtorma fotografiulad 
Seadara tvinisa da sisxlis mexsierebis resursi. 
„genur mexsierebaSi“ mogzauri odisevsi ar 
Cerdeba da kvlavac eZiebs axal gzebs sakuTari Ta-
visken. 2010 wlidan guram wibaxaSvili gvevline-
ba, rogorc aqtiuri art-kuratori da galeristi, 
romlis saqmianobac am mimarTulebiT jer kidev 
1990-iani wlebidan daiyo, rasac 2007 wlidan mo-
hyva „Tbilisis fotografiis saxlis“ Seqmna, Tan-
adamfuZnebel nestan niJaraZesTan erTad, Semdeg ki 
– kavkasiaSi pirveli „fotoJurnali“, kvlavac nes-
tan niJaraZesTan TanaredaqtorobiT. 
amJamad, guram wibaxaSvili did dros uTmobs 
sagamofeno da saganmanaTleblo saqmianobas, rac, 
2013 wels, axali sagamofeno sivrcis – galerea 
„konteineris“ gaxsniT dasrulda, TanadamfuZnebel 
TinaTin kiRuraZesTan erTad. galerea, periodu-
lad, wibaxaSvilis fotoarqividan moZiebul axal 
masalebs gamofens. saganmanaTleblo saqmianobaSi 
ki fotografiuli kvleva da mogzauroba sakuTari 
Tavisken axal TaobebTan erTad kvlavac grZeldeba.
    Tamuna sulamaniZe
seriidan `nergebi~ 
2000
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Guram Tsibakhashvili made his debut on the Georgian 
photography scene with his first exhibition at Amirani club 
in 1985. The exposition was brave enough, presenting docu-
mentary-style photographs manipulated in various ways. The 
experiment made the artwork look surreal and abstract, an 
approach that was novel in those late Soviet times, and which 
didn’t go unnoticed by members of the photographic elite in 
attendance. These included the founders of a brand new pho-
tographic club, Tvalsazrisi (Point of View) Yuri Mechitov and 
Gogi Tsagareli. Charmed by Tsibakhashvili’s innovative vision, 
Mechitov immediately introduced himself to the young pho-
tographer and invited him to the club. 
The Point of View club (1985-1989) was formed in “per-
estroika” times by a new generation of photographers to fill 
a gap in Georgian photography in the early 80s. The avant-
guarde exhibitions organized by the Club were intended to 
remind society at large of the main principle and true value 
of photography, which is its documentary nature: something 
that for many years was obscured by the dominant Socialist 
Realist trend. It is therefore natural that those years at the Club 
formed Guram Tsibakhashtsili as a “documentary photogra-
pher and narrator” par excellence.
Guram’s very first deviation from classic documentary 
photography towards “concept” pieces, however, was to come 
later in collaboration with another Point of View club mem-
ber - Boris Shaverdyan. “Boris was a truly unique guy - philoso-
pher, physicist, poet, and photographer, capable of using any 
means to express himself” - says Guram Tsibakhashvili. Their 
joint project was an exhibition-experiment called “the Lad-
der”, which opened in 1993 at Tbilisi’s Karvasla History Muse-
um presenting Shaverdyan’s photos-albums and Tsibakhash-
vili’s photo series. The photography was blended with David 
Chikhladze’s art performance and Lado Burduli’s underground 
music.
Another major innovation occurred during this time, which 
would later be identified by Tsibakhashvili as “the subjective 
photography genre” – a vision derived from one’s wholly in-
dividual perception of reality. The term for this genre was in-
troduced to Guram by the photo-sequences of the innovative 
American artist/photographer Duane Michals, whose plain, 
clear, and simple narrative style later became Tsibakhashvili’s 
hallmark. But before the genre formation, Guram’s quest for 
new forms and freedom of expression is sought through mak-
ing series of documentary nature.
Some degree of freedom, however, came from the art 
world, when Guram Tsibakhashvili met painter Karlo Kacha-
ravain 1987. As in the world of photography, artists in the 
1980’s period artists were also seeking new forms and ideas, 
particularly after Perestroika allowed new information to flow 
into the country from the West. As a result, the 20th century 
postmodernist movement well known to Western audiences 
became a dominant trend in the artworks of a few individual 
artists and was exemplified by the artistic group - “The Tenth 
Floor” (1986-1994) - a collective of several artists actively en-
gaged in exhibiting their works. Karlo Kacharava invited Gu-
ram to take part in exhibitions, since the use of photography 
in paintings at the time was extremely in vogue. The first joint 
“unofficial” exhibition (1987) was held in the damp basement 
of Tbilisi’s Karvasla History Museum. “Of course, countless visi-
tors come to see what we exhibited, since society was hungry 
for something more un-
conventional and free-
spirited than what had 
gone before” - says the 
photographer. This was 
the start of a new phase 
for Guram Tsibakhashvili 
- documentary photog-
rapher who now appears 
as a photographer – art-
ist as well.
Guram learned a lot 
from these artists, “espe-
cially from painter Irakli 
From Ulysses to Ulysses 
Tbilisi 1995, 
First exhibition of Ulysses
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Parjiani, who was very fond of photography.” Tsibakhashvili 
recognizes Parjiani as one of his teachers, who taught him to 
treat his artworks in a more liberated manner, believing that 
a painting can be less than ideal, precise, sterile or clean but 
still be considered a finished work.. “What I learned from the 
“the 10th Floor” is the freedom to express ideas, and that any 
means or medium is acceptable for achieving this, so long as 
it is humane.. In fact, the real function of art is to bring about 
that liberation.”
Working with artists exposed Guram to a new life style, 
rhythm, and new ideas, while his camera portrayed the sur-
rounding Soviet environment in crisis with a new, clearer vi-
sion. The real transformation, however, came about after read-
ing James Joyce’s stylistically complex novel “Ulysses” in 1989.
The very first attraction came along with the text, which 
is written in a stream of consciousness style, just like Guram’s 
‘stream of photography’. During these years, he was still ac-
tively taking picture in the streets of what was still Soviet 
Georgia. The modernist texture of the novel echoed Guram’s 
vision and changed his attitude towards observing / seeing 
the “stream”. Just as Joyce uses words and turns them into a 
“stream of consciousness”, so Guram too uses careful attentive 
vision and turns them into “streams of photography”. “What-
ever experience the book gave me is what I used to learn from 
someone else before”. This is how a brand new individual pho-
tographer was born, with his first brave conceptual photo se-
ries entitled “Ulysses”.
“Ulysses” is a tale by Homer which Joyce adapted to his 
own hometown. The novel’s characters are the writer-traveler 
Ulysses himself and his friends. The journey happens, howev-
er, not in the Mediterranean as in the original, but in the Irish 
city of Dublin. “In the case of my project too, the place in focus 
is my hometown Tbilisi. My characters are my friends” – and 
Ulysses is, of course, the photographer himself. At the begin-
ning of the novel Joyce describes his city as “dear dirty Dublin”, 
and Guram’s attitude towards his city is the same. “The town, 
friends and narrative were an attempt to understand the place 
I was in then.” Where the photographer was and what he en-
visioned in his works was yet to figure in reality. He depicted a 
“dead city” driven to the verge of war, but totally still and silent 
for the time being. When looking at the photographs, it seems 
as if the war had already happened, although they were taken 
in 1989-90 – the “stage when the old is about to break down to 
let the new in” – reflects the photographer, echoing the transi-
tional theme of “Ulysses”. 
The complete footage for “Ulysses” was soon assembled 
as a series combining 73 classic, crude, scratched and dirt-
marked, frame-printed black and white photographs taken 
with a simple device and printed by the author himself. The 
pictures were straight, direct and naturalistic. Then came the 
idea of matching text extracts from the book and writing 
them on each photograph by hand. The text retrieval process 
was spontaneous, with the author trying to thread the paral-
lels between the two worlds - Dublin and Tbilisi - despite the 
fact that sometimes the text and the image are a complete 
mismatch. 
Ulysses is an emotionally-driven series, where the pho-
tographs depict all at once artistic get-togethers, concerts 
given in a circle of friends, a cemetery, a fashion show, street 
girls, sad faces in public places like markets, and an acciden-
tal street-portrait of the famous writer Guram Dochanashvili, 
the identification of whom came later – after the photo-print. 
There are also some erotic elements and the neighbor’s Spiri-
don’s tomb - an obelisk built by the owner for his own self in 
his lifetime.
The initial footage for “Ulysses” were taken in 1989-90. In 
1993, some of the series 
was exhibited for the 
first time with the primi-
tivist artist Melashvili’s 
works at a presentation 
of the magazine “Let-
ters From Georgia”. The 
second, full exhibition 
was held in 1997-98 at 
Tbilisi’s Karvasla History 
Museum (“Karvasla”). In 
2007,”Ulysses” was ex-
hibited in Istanbul at the 
Siemens Gallery. In 2010, 
Istanbul, Siemens gallery, 2007, 
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a project exhibition was held in Sweden, in the city of Lund, at 
Hale Kunst and in 2011 at the Thessaloniki Museum of Modern 
Arts.
“Ulysses” was a landmark in Guram Tsibakhashvili’s photo-
graphic lifespan, as this was the first project, that gave birth 
to the artist’s thinking in terms of a unified “series”. Following 
Ulysses, the photographer will have to systematically use texts 
to create his new photo-series, nevertheless, that the photo-
graphic travel and constant quest for new forms and ideas 
continue. 
The photographic Odyssey was followed by many discov-
eries that have changed the attitude of Guram towards his 
art. New information was to flow nonstop, be it the subjective 
vision of Soviet photographer Boris Mikhailov and American 
artist Duane Michals, the great Leonardo da Vinci’s blurred 
lines (or “sfumato”), the minimalism and simplicity of Swiss 
artist Paul Klees, the stark ideas of American Cy Twombly, the 
surrealism of Belgian René Magritte and the unlimited imagi-
nation of British writer and photographer Lewis Carroll’s novel 
“Alice in Wonderland”. The latter inspired Guram to make a 
second conceptual photo-series called “Alice”.
To create “Alice”, the photographer used an amateurish 
‘Agata’ camera, which captured 72 images in 36 shots. When 
printed, this meant two contextually different images were 
combined in the same print, often giving the photographs a 
totally absurd new meaning. “Alice” was successfully exhibited 
at New York’s Goldstein Gallery in 1997. The exhibition was or-
ganized and curated by 
Irina Popiashvili. 
“Alice” was followed 
by another photo-series 
- “Autobiography Before 
Birth “ - a project which 
was born of researching 
photographs from the 
1960s. The photographer 
uses his family photo-
album as a means to de-
scribe what was happen-
ing in the country before 
his birth. A series of monumentally-sized pictures turned out 
to be the most extensive part of the collection. The printing 
itself required a lot of works. While developing the series’ me-
ter-square photo-canvases, Guram became increasingly con-
vinced that for him, narrating through photographs is best ac-
complished through exhibiting photos in a series. The finished 
project was exhibited in France, Germany and Switzerland, 
where a large number of pictures were sold.
In 1997-2001, 2010, Tsibakhashvili comes up with a new 
series - “The Definitions”, combining 30cm by 50cm prints. 
The novelty here is the red color, which pervades Guram 
Tsibakhashvili’s photographic vision and brings “The Defini-
tions” series alive with details in pencil and acrylic paint. Gu-
ram actually does not even know where the inspiration for 
this use of red comes from. It could be from his childhood 
memories, “when I lived at the age of 3 in a house with a long 
corridor painted red.” In “The Definitions” the red is introduced 
as a unifying detail. To build the main body of the project, the 
author uses a variety of visual materials, such as damaged 
negatives he has found, pages torn from magazines, his own 
negatives, and more besides. As for the project concept – the 
idea for “The Definitions” was to elucidate the meaning of cer-
tain terms chosen by the author by extracting definitions from 
heritage dictionaries and transposing them onto the photo 
canvases.
The color red was also lavished on the key figures of 
Communism in “Archetypes” (2007). The idea came from the 
discovery of a large number of posters of Lenin which were 
printed for propaganda purposes but were never used by the 
authorities. Guram came up with an innovative use for these 
unused posters. He painted them in red and decorated the 
surface with photographs and drawings. “The idea”, he said, 
“was to replace old icons with new ones”.
After being applied to the icons of Communism, the color 
red also features heavily in the “Art Series”, in which the au-
thor’s quest for new forms is not limited solely to photogra-
phy. The Art Series entitled “Art Objects” with “red” emphasis 
was first exhibited in 19--. Instead of photographs, what visi-
tors saw were small boxes painted in red and decorated with 
pictures. In 1997, the series was exhibited at the IFA Gallery 
Lunds konsthall, 2011, 
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in Berlin. Guram admits that this manner of working with ob-
jects was inspired by German sculptor Joseph Beuys, though 
Tsibakhashvili generally perceives these “Art Series” more as 
an additional adjunct to photography, rather than a product 
of the main field. Working with the series “Red” began in 1990 
and still continues.
Joseph Beuys’ influence is also detectable in the “Black Ob-
jects” series conceived back in 1991-92. This new project con-
sisted of black bitumen-painted objects made of wax, wood, 
glass, and steel. The series evokes the 1991-92 civil war going 
on at the time, which the author witnessed personally – it 
was “the very first real war I had seen”. The photographer links 
these black objects to the release of energy and to death. The 
project, combining 15 objects, has never been exhibited, as 
oftentimes Guram’s work is not produced for public display, or 
otherwise never results in an exhibition. Key to his work is the 
process itself arising spontaneously, which is also part of the 
photographic journey of the author.
Starkly different from “Black Objects” was the “soaps” series 
(2003), in which the author placed pornographic photo-neg-
atives into regularly-sized transparent bars of soap and exhib-
ited them. The series was exhibited in Baku, Azerbaijan, where 
out of 25 pieces of soap, 2 were stolen.
The 2000s brought digital photography to the fore, and 
Guram actively entered a new “color” phase in his work. Digital 
photography marked the birth of totally different aesthetics, 
where dirt, scratches, blurring, fogginess and other imperfec-
tions disappear from the author’s images, which instead be-
come clear and detailed. Digital technology spawned another 
transition in Guram’s work which saw him launch new proj-
ects in color: the photo-series “Useless Things” (year), the anti 
- erotic project “The Chewing Girls” (2003) - exhibited in 1999 
in Tbilisi, an on-going series “Private Museum” (year) exhibited 
at the Nantes Museum of Fine Arts and the Siemens Gallery 
in Istanbul, and the projects “The Body” (year), “Approxima-
tion” (2004) and others. Here, too, all projects are produced as 
photo-series with a specific concept attributed to each one.
One of the on-going color photo-projects called “The Pri-
vate Museum” is about the little ‘museums’ of hoarded belong-
ings that people keep in their homes. “In this collection, there 
is everything that human 
memory can accomo-
date, from portraits of 
Stalin to handwritten lists 
of telephone numbers 
or assigned onto some 
fireplace.” The series was 
exhibited in Istanbul in 
2007, the Nantes Muse-
um of Fine Arts in 2009, 
and in Baku and Istanbul in 2013.
One more color photo-series “The Seedlings” (1998) – was 
printed as meter-square photographs dealing with the idea 
of humankind’s earthly origin. In the staged photographs, 
people are planted into the ground like seedlings. Each of the 
characters has one single human flaw than cannot be attrib-
uted to natural creation. The project was successfully exhib-
ited in Switzerland (year), Kiev (year) and the Cobra Museum 
in Amsterdam, Netherlands.
And finally, the last conceptual photo-series titled “Genetic 
Memory” made in 20--, consists of close-up portraits. The idea 
was brought about by the photographer Badri Vadachkoria’s 
high-definition camera, which was used to shoot the pictures. 
The camera was capable of capturing huge portraits in ab-
solute detail, where the genealogical characteristics of each 
person are seen to the fullest – something the human face 
cannot hide. Each portrait is accompanied by a text written by 
the person pictured. In the text, the subject recalls the names 
of his or her ancestors, revealing the human memory to be a 
powerful resource. The largest number of ancestors recalled in 
the project only amounts to seven, whereas the faces depict-
ed show the full genealogy of innumerous ancestors present 
in the blood. In this way, the resources of mental memory and 
blood memory are compared photographically.
Guram’s Odyssey towards the self does not end with 
“Genetic Memory”, but continues in the arts curatorial field, 
in which the photographer has been engaged since 1990. 
In 2007, Tsibakhashvili became part of Tbilisi Photography 
House as a co-founder with arts critique and curator Nestan 
Nijaradze. Later on, the two become co-founders and co-edi-
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tors of the new Photo Journal. After 2010, the curatorial field 
became part of Guram’s professional daily life. 
This devotion to curatorial and educational activities re-
sulted in the opening of a photo-gallery, The Container, in 
2013, co-founded with photographer Tinatin Kiguradze. New 
exhibition material for the gallery is often taken from Guram’s 
rich photo-archive. As a teacher, Tsibakhashvili’s impact on the 
younger generation is similar to the impact his favorite artists 
have had on him - the only difference being Guram’s willing-
ness to continue the journey with his pupils hand in hand. 
    Tamuna Sulamanidze
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